Cosmo's worst Advice and articles (1960s and 1970s):

• "How to turn a man on." April 1968: "Diet all week, or don't eat before you go to a party; fast all day except for raw hamburger for strength. You'll feel thin and attractive..."

• "Things to do with your hands that men like," February 1970: "Write his thank you notes...Do needle point while he watches...Take his pulse (even if you don’t know how)...Pumice his calluses..."

• "The Fight for Love," July 1960: "A woman is dominated by default. She makes decisions—little decisions, big decisions, medium size decisions—only hen her escort, her fiancé, or her husband leaves them up to her."

• "Cosmo's how to do it greeting guide." November 1968: "Hand kissing is no longer limited to gentlemen. A woman should freely practice kissing men's hands. The back of the hand is acceptable."

• "Try Witchcraft" - May 1973: "To make love grow...plant an onion in a previously unused pot, and encourage the onion to grow with all the care with which you would nurture a rose."

• "Never be faithful to a married man." - August 1973: "If you don’t have another [man] on the scene at the moment, I suggest you invent one...Send yourself flowers, have your girlfriends call you when he’s there, and take the call in the other room."

Other Article titles:

• "The undiscovered joys of having a Chinese lover”
• "Should you be faithful to another woman’s husband?”
• "How to get your husband to treat you like a mistress"
• "Is there room for love in a modern doctor’s career?"
• "I was a nude model (and this is what happened)"
• "Why men are still attracted to dumb women, and the incredible things they do to smart women in the office (but times, they are a-changing)
• "Genetic engineering: The amazing new science of creating flawless babies (without the sex act)"

Get out of Here! Events in Boston

Buy your tickets now:

• Avenue Q: Nov 18-22nd. Colonial Theater
• An evening with Guster - Two Sets In One Night! ‘Lost and Gone Forever’ played in its entirety: Saturday, Oct 31 7:30p, Orpheum Theatre, Boston

Food for thought

• Thirty-percent of the world population eats with chopsticks
• Louis XIV ordered that table knives have rounded, not pointed ends, to stop people from using them as daggers during dinner arguments
• Iced tea was first served during the St. Louis World Fair in 1904, the same year as the invention of the banana split and paper plates
• When Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield went into business they chose ice cream because bagel-making equipment was too expensive
• According to a 1999 survey, the #1 cause of arguments when dining out is stealing your partner’s fries

Questions to Ponder

• What is your strangest ambition?
• What did you last dream about?
• What was the strangest dream you ever had?
• What is your greatest/most peculiar superstition?
• Would you rather confront one big problem or many little problems?

Command Center

Go for it.
Procrastination Corner

I am Dr. _Adj_. I am destined to _verb_ the _Noun_. Unfortunately, the _Noun_ is full of a bunch of _Adj_ _pl Noun_ that do not agree. I am sad to say that the _noun_ Buster did not trigger the huge _Event_ as I planned for it to do. Instead, all it did was _Verb_ some _pl Noun_. So this is my new _Adj_ plan to take over the _noun_.

Using my unlimited source of _pl noun_ I inherited from my _Animal_. I will build the largest _Noun_ in the _noun_. I will then send it up into space aboard a _Vehicle_. It will be fully _Adj_ and operable from a _Adj_ control. With it I will threaten to _Verb_ all the _pl noun_ owned by _Company_. unless the _noun_ bows before me. If they do not _Verb_ me, I will turn my upon the _noun_ islands and _Verb_ the entire thing. Then they will _Verb_ in their _pl noun_ and I will be the most powerful _Noun_ in the _noun_!

Important Campus Dates

•COLUMBUS DAY: no class. Mon 10/12

Best of Harvard FML

•I live by the river and have a pet cockroach named Bob that visits my room everyday. FML
•You all whine way too much, and 99% of these postings are your own fault and not even funny. I have to interact with you all on a daily basis, so: FML
•My roommate asked me how long it takes Earth to go around the sun. FML
•Today I was asked to spell “slut.” I answered “S-U-L-T.” FML
•Most of my friends my age are married, done with grad school, and changing the world. I’m still a sophomore trying to pass Statistics. My dreams are about marriage and having babies. I am a feminist.
•” I’m writing my third paper of the year. It’s also my third paper of the year about vaginas. FML
•”The lady who cleans Lamont overnight knows my name. And sometimes she shares her Red Bull with me. And by sometimes, I mean 2-3 times a week.
•”Mariah Carey says that I can’t even put two Legos back together. FML
•Even if I make the trek all the way to Annenberg for hot breakfast, Domna won’t be there to brighten my day. FML
•Most of these FMLs describe my life. FML
•Outside of Currier there is a raging party. Inside Currier I am studying Quasilinear preferences.
•My TF caught me stalking his Facebook photos in Lamont. FML
•I saw Domna in the Yard on Saturday. She recognized me from Primal Scream. FML
•My Math 21a TF can’t speak English. FML
•I left my shade up on my first floor room in the Yard only to return to find some tourist creepily taking pictures of my room. FML

Submit to the Hare Today!

Deadline for Leverett House Newsletter submissions is Thursday at 11:59pm.
Please e-mail leverettnews@gmail.com
Thanks!

Lev HoCo

Upcoming Events

80s Dance! - Oct. 24th

Leverett House Auction, Silent Auction, and Date Auction-Nov 5th

The goal of the auction is to raise money for Lev and the Greater Boston Food Bank, which distributes food and grocery products to 600 hunger-relief agencies throughout eastern MA. 20% of auction profits will go to charity.
In order to make the auction a fun and successful event, HoCo asks that each blocking group donate at least one item. This is where you can GET CREATIVE and have fun! What would you bid on? A week of breakfast in bed, delivered straight from Annenberg to your door? A certified bartender at your next room party? A handsome young gentleman to publicly serenade your love-struck roommate on the guitar? BRAINSTORM! Any donation, however big or small, is greatly appreciated! We strongly encourage you to think of unique ways to spread your many talents and interests to the rest of Lev :) TALK TO FAMILY AND FRIENDS! Do your parents have season tickets to a sporting event? or the Boston Ballet? that they could donate to the Lev Auction? Do you have connections to cool Boston venues? In addition to the live auction the night of Nov 5, Lev will also be hosting a silent auction throughout the day for some of the bigger items. More detailed information coming soon, but NOW is the time to brainstorm your donations! As always, HoCo is here to help, with lots of ideas,